Holy Trinity Academy – The values we share – 2021-22

Responsibility

Humility

Respect

I show care and responsibility
for myself, others and the
world around me.

I know humility means thinking
about the needs of others and
serving them, even when it
might cost me something.

I can show respect for other
people even when I might not
agree with them. I respect other
people’s property and know there
are some things that are widely
revered.

Bible Accounts:

Bible Accounts:

Bible Accounts:
Moses at the Burning Bush,
showing respect for holy things.

The parable of the talents –
using what we are given wisely

A centurion comes to Jesus for
help.

Truthfulness

Generosity

Wisdom

I try to be honest, but I know
no-one is perfect and we can
learn from mistakes.

I know that sharing my
resources and time is kind, and
will encourage others to do the
same.

I can recognise what is of value in
life and what is worth building my
learning on.

Bible Accounts:

Bible Accounts:

Bible Accounts:

Truth and deception in the
Garden –
how not being truthful can
have consequences

The parable of the Wedding
Feast to which everyone can
come if they take the invitation.

The tale of two builders and the
foundations that they built upon.

Nurturing

Our Ethos Statement

Everyone is special
We provide a nurturing environment in
which all learners can ask questions and
feel supported to find answers.

Everyone is unique and has their own unique
talents and skills that they bring to Holy
Trinity. Everyone deserves respect.

Inspiring

Jesus helps us make good choices
We want our learners to feel inspired to
take their learning out into the world and
explore the opportunities life offers.

Using a set of Christian Values helps us as a
community to share common principles and
treat each other with dignity.

Achieving

God helps us…

and we help each other
With dedication, support and inspiration,
our aim is for all learners to achieve and
reach their potential.

Our school is set up like a family. We are all
different - and we might sometimes disagree
– but we work hard to support each other.

Our Vision and Values
At Holy Trinity, we aim to provide the best
education for each individual child centred
around a strong Christian ethos.
As a school, we seek to provide a caring, happy
and nurturing environment that teaches an
inspiring and well-rounded curriculum that
supports each child to reach their potential
and grow to become a flourishing young person.
Our goal is to develop each learner’s skills and
enthusiasm as well as helping to supply them
with firm moral foundation that will equip them
far beyond their time with us.
One way we do this is to start each day with a
Collective Worship session based on Christian
values.
The values in assemblies rotate on a three-year
basis, and we cover six values annually.
Inside are the six values we will focus on this
year.

